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Background and Aim. Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging is 

considered the standard for quantifying right ventricular (RV) ejection fraction (EF). 

Assessment of RV function is also a routine part of  transthoracic echocardiography 

(echo). RV myocardial strain with 2D speckle tracking echo is a newer, sensitive 

marker of myocardial function. This study determined the correlation between echo 

parameters of RV systolic function with CMRRVEF in breast cancer patients. Methods 

and Results. We evaluated 42 breast cancer patients (age 59±12 years) who 

underwent same day echo, CMR and BNP measurement. A blinded observer 

measured RV fractional area change (FAC), TAPSE, RV systolic myocardial velocity 

(S’), RV global longitudinal strain (GLS), RV free wall longitudinal strain (FWLS) and 

RV septal longitudinal strain (SLS). Ninety-five percent of patients had normal 

CMRRVEF. Table 1 shows correlations of echo parameters with CMRRVEF. FAC, followed 

by RV GLS correlated most strongly with CMRRVEF; RV S’ had a weaker correlation and 

TAPSE did not correlate with CMRRVEF.  Among echo parameters, RV GLS correlated 

well with FAC (r = 0.53; p <0.001), whereas RV S’ and TAPSE had no correlation with 

RV GLS or FAC. RV GLS, CMRRVEF and FAC correlated with BNP (r=-0.58 p<0.001 r=-

0.57, p<0.001 and r=-0.40, p=0.01, respectively) whereas TAPSE and RV-S’ did not 

correlate. Conclusion: Our findings show that FAC and RV GLS correlate best with 

CMRRVEF and should be included in the echo evaluation of RV systolic function in 



breast cancer patients. TAPSE did not correlate with CMRRVEF and this may in part be 

related to methodological factors. 

 

variable r p 

EchoFAC vs CMRRVEF 0.62 0.000 

EchoRV S’ vs CMRRVEF 0.33 0.003 

EchoTAPSE vs CMRRVEF 0.11 0.49 

EchoRV GLS vs CMRRVEF 0.5 0.001 

EchoRV FWLS vs CMRRVEF   0.38 0.01 

EchoRV SLS vs CMRRVEF  0.45 0.004 

 

 





 


